The Real Reasoning Behind the 2003 Illegal Invasion Iraq
The entire world community knew President Bush was lying concerning
Saddam possessing Weapons of Mass Destruction. (WMD’s). Naturally, a large
percentage of the gullible American populace, who still have no clue how evil
families like the Bush family truly are, believed what George W. Bush was saying
in front of media cameras. Nonetheless, because other world leaders knew of this
deception, the USA failed to procure a U.N. resolution for the invasion which
determined the 2003 Iraq war to be an illegal war under International Laws.
What the world really observed was Saddam selling his oil by way of the
Euro and not the American dollar, as the other oil rich nations who belong to
OPEC are forced to sell their oil internationally using the dollar. This means
America would have to sell (e.g.) General Motors to Europe in order to buy Iraqi
oil. This had already been occurring for 1 years prior to Bush’s desire to invade
Iraq. This made the claims of WMD’s ridiculous for the true reasoning for invasion
was already visible for all to see. Not only the Bush Administration knew of the
WMD lie, but so did the American Congressman who voted for the war and the
media who promoted the WMD lie.
Not to mention, Saddam did previously possess WMD’s but these were
given to him by the U.S. The USA illegally transported huge numbers of Chemical
Weapons, including Mustard Gas and Nerve Agents, to Iraq so Saddam to implore
these horrific weapons against the Iranian military in the Iraq vs. Iran War which
occurred during the years of 1980-1988. Of ‘course, Saddam never utilized these
WMD’s against Iran, instead dropping them on the Kurds in the Kurdish territories
of Northern Iraq. During the first Gulf War in 1990, Americans were told by their
media how Saddam was an evil monster who dropped chemical weapons upon his
own Iraq people. This was true yet the media wasn’t opt to mention how Iraq
obtained these weapons. Nonetheless, most American knew we gave these
weapons to Iraq, yet in 2003 somehow everyone forgot and assumed Iraq had the
capability of producing new WMD’s.

What was the Outcome of the Iraq War?
The answer to this question is privatized oil. All of Iraq’s oil now belongs to
private Western corporations. Some of the largest companies in modern day Iraq
are Exxon Mobil, British Petroleum, (BP), Shell, and Total S.A. (French).

The dates of the Iraq War also line-up in accordance to our leader’s
pagan/luciferian religious practices! To learn more on this disgusting subject
please visit:
https://verityoutlet.com/occult_elite.html
and watch the short 2min. documentary titled:
The Mystery Religions Operating Inside the U.S. Government

Despite Americans plea condemning Chemical Weapons, its widely believed
the U.S. (and perhaps in more recent years Israel) had utilized WMD’s against the
Iraq’s in both of the U.S. – Iraq Wars. During the 2003 Iraq War, estimates of Iraqi
civilians killed reach over one-million. (1,000,000). You won’t hear any of this news
reported by the American media. (CBS, NBC, ABC, CNN, Fox).
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